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Sports



Badminton
Whether you have a competitive streak or are just looking for a casual 
indoor activity, Badminton is a fun sport. Points are scored by striking 
the shuttlecock with the racquet and landing it within the opposing 
side's half of the court. You will have the opportunity to play 'singles' 
(with one player per side) or 'doubles' (with two players per side). 

Badminton has proved to be popular in the last couple of years, so sign 
up promptly to avoid any disappointment.

Lead Teacher: Mr Olefhile
Room: Sports Hall



Cross Country & Couch to 5k
Cross Country:
Do you love running? Cross Country Club will give you the chance to go running 
with others, exploring the local area and Cornish coast path, building your strength 
and stamina.
Couch to 5k:
Ever wanted to run but struggled to? This club is designed to help anybody start 
running. Building up the distances gradually, this club will help you become a 
runner and enjoy the sport. Each week will build up following a manageable 
programme with staff who have followed it themselves.

Lead Teacher: Mr Johnson
Room: The Great Outdoors



Girls Football
A fun and entertaining football session, picking up new skills and 
brushing up on old ones. Get coaching tips through game play and an 
opportunity to represent Penrice Academy in County competitions.

Lead Teacher: Mr Toms
Room: Playing Fields



Judo
Judo is a martial art that evolved from the Japanese martial art of 
jujutsu. It demands both physical prowess and great mental discipline. 
Its style is based upon using the force of the opponent against him. 

Come along and learn about judo, its definition, techniques, and the 
rules of the art.

Lead Teacher: Mr Squire
Room: Gym



Hockey
Take part in this fast-moving, exciting team game. 

Have a go at attacking and defending. Hit, push, pass or dribble the ball 
into the opposing teams goal and try your best as a team player to stop 
your opponents from scoring.

Come and have fun, make new friends and play some Hockey.

Lead Teacher: Mr Round
Room: Astro



Netball (Year 8 only)
Come and join the fun after school.  Every Wednesday netball club is 
open to everyone in Y8.  Meet in the sports hall changing rooms. Bring 
PE kit and enjoy. The aim of the club is to have fun, make new friends 
and play some netball. 

Lead Teacher: Mrs Baker
Room: Netball Courts
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Creative



Animation Club
Come along to watch a range of animation skills, design a nifty film set, 
to create your own stop animation!

Lead Teacher: Ms Morse
Room: CS3



Create & Craft
Aiming to develop your creative side and your crafting skills with a 
range of workshops, allowing you to develop your own projects. 

Lead Teacher: Mr Carter
Room: A2 



Creative Collaborative - Yr 9 & 10
Are you currently studying fine art or art and design in either Year 9 
or 10? Are you passionate about the subject and do you fancy studying it 
when you go to college as an A-level or a diploma? 
Come and explore a range of skills and approaches used in different 
areas of art and design and learn about the possibilities available to you 
beyond school in the world of art. 
Work collaboratively as a creative team to produce innovative pieces of 
art, with exciting opportunities such as guest speakers.

Lead Teacher: Ms Bray
Room: A4



Code Club 
Code Club is a programme run by the Raspberry Pi Foundation. Working 
at your own pace with easy-to-follow, step-by-step guides you can make 
your own games, animations, and websites with coding languages such 
as Scratch, HTML/CSS, and Python. 

This club provides you with the opportunity to be creative and to share 
your creations with each other.

Lead Teacher: Mr Johnson 
Room: CS2



Printing Pioneers - Yr 7 & 8
Learn a variety of traditional printing techniques during the term and  
use these techniques to create illustrated pages for a book that will be a 
collaboration of the whole group. 
You will be responsible for printing work for certain pages of the book. 
The prints will be scanned so you keep your originals and the scanned 
prints go into a book.

Lead Teacher: Mr Kennedy
Room: A3



Rock School
Rock school is for Musicians to come and meet other musicians in 
order to gain experience in working in a band set up. The hope is that 
they will learn how to rehearse , put songs together , write songs and 
prepare for a performance. The requirement is for pupils who can 
already play as it is not a tutorial club.

Lead Teacher: Mr Brown
Room: MS1



Penrice Bake Off
Are you the next Rahul Mandal or Nadia Hussain?
Have you the knowledge of Paul Hollywood or Prue Leith?

This does not matter as long as you have a love of cooking, bring your 
apron, grab your mixing bowl and join Mrs Stevens for Penrice Bake 
Off.

Lead Teacher: Mrs Stevens
Room: T4
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New Skills



Crochet
Introduction to crochet 
Learning the basic stitches to go onto to read patterns and make apply this to make 
animals and/characters using amigurumi techniques and granny squares.

Introduction to needlework 
Starting with cross stitch, learning how to read a pattern, creating small designs and 
crafting cards and small gifts. If time, looking at long Stitch and creating small 
pictures using this new technique.

Lead Teacher: Mrs Hatch
Room: M12



Public Speaking
Get the chance to talk about the issues that matter to you. Research a 
huge variety of topics (from plastic in the ocean to space travel, from 
penguins to footballers' pay), hold animated discussions and persuade 
and inform each other through individual speeches. You can contribute 
as much as you want - nobody is forced to speak in front of the whole 
group - but you will undoubtedly see your confidence in public 
speaking grow!

Lead Teacher: Ms Talbot
Room: E2



Sign Language
As part of Beginners BSL Penrice+ students will learn the level 1 
vocabulary of British Sign Language (BSL). Naturally, it's a very visual 
language and it requires you to use your hands, face and your body to 
make signs and communicate. Learn to spell names and places using 
the BSL alphabet before learning key vocabulary for colours, animals, 
transport and hobbies. Study the grammar of the language and learn 
how to construct vocabulary into sentences. A fun and dynamic skill to 
learn, which, by the end of the course, will enable you to be able to 
communicate on a basic level with other signers.
Lead Teacher: Ms Cox
Room: E8



History Detectives
A brand new club for anyone who wants to delve into the past in fun 
and exciting ways. 

From solving unexplained mysteries and burying time capsules to 
heading outside to explore our local history and investigating the 
histories you are interested in. 

History Detectives is for anyone with a passion for exploring the past 
and understanding more about the world around them today.

Lead Teacher: Mr Wright
Room: H4



Film Club
From Disney to Despicable me and Paramount to Pixar there is 
something for everyone to enjoy at Film Club. Come along to watch and 
discuss classic movies and discover some new favourites.

Lead Teacher: Mr Banfield
Room: H8 



Poetry Club (Thursdays)
Poetry club...we write poetry, read poetry, and, if you are brave 
enough, perform poetry! We enter competitions and eat lots of biscuits 
to stimulate our creative side.

Lead Teacher: Mr Jackson
Room: E10



Board Games
Are you a master of board games or card games? Why not try your 
hand at games such as Yu-Gi-Oh and Pokémon or try a range of classics 
such as Monopoly and Scrabble. Make sure to bring your own games as 
well to play with friends.

Lead Teacher: Mr Giles
Room: H6



Wellbeing
Being a young person today is hard work! Mindfulness club will help 
equip you with skills to understand our environment, the people 
around us, explore the power to take control of your emotions and 
your ability to develop to be strong, thoughtful, kind and caring 
individuals. Focusing on the positives and developing skills to tackle 
life’s challenges through meditation, focused breathing, yoga and art 
based activities. 

Lead Teacher: Mrs Lucas-Cann
Room: E7
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Languages



French / German / Spanish
If you want to learn a new language and explore global cultures or expand on 
your existing language skills and really drive your learning forwards then this is 
the club for you. If you have a passion for learning languages, come and 
explore with us in the Language Department - you never know what 
opportunities the future may hold!

Lead Teachers: Ms Yeo, Mrs White, Mrs Bate, 
Mrs Smith and Mrs Davies 
Rooms: All Language Rooms 



French / German / Spanish
Spanish Language and Culture club – students can choose which aspects of the Spanish Language and culture 
they want to explore further- revisiting topics learnt in class or discovering new concepts for yourself to really 
drive your learning forward. Also offering a great opportunity for students studying French at school to 
experience a second foreign language.

German Language Club – an introduction to German for those wishing to learn a second foreign language.

Plus - Targeted intervention for Y7-10, focusing on a different skill each week to really boost your knowledge and 
confidence in Languages. 

Lead Teachers: Ms Yeo, Mrs White, Mrs Bate, Mrs Smith and Mrs Davies 
Rooms: All Language Rooms 
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